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Abstract 

 

Over the past two to three decades, multilateral preferential trade agreements (PTAs) which 

are designed to streamline trade cooperation and gain (relative) advantages, have surged rapidly 

('New Regionalism') and have increasingly become deeper and more encompassing in terms of 

their policy scope. Against this backdrop, recent literature has turned to this phenomenon 

addressing highly pertinent questions such as why we observe PTAs and how states' design 

choices either enable or hamper their effectiveness. Approaches under the broad rubric of 

'rational design' have adopted a dominant role in this literature, positing that states use design 

features as to maximize benefits for their exporters while anticipating the costs of contingencies 

that necessitate deviations and might (in the absence of the right tools) destabilize the 

agreement. It is well established that flexibility provisions will flank deep integration 

commitments, while shallow agreements can afford some degree of rigidity in their 

implementation ('depth-flexibility nexus'). In light of this consensus, my thesis scrutinizes 

cases in which agreements do not gravitate towards this equilibrium and either are overly 

ambitious (i.e. too rigid given their depth) or underperform (i.e. too flexible given their 

shallowness). This thesis takes interest in the observation that mutual trust and institutional 

similarity among negotiation partners has been shown to lead to more effective outcomes, 

greater foreign direct investment flows and closer economic and political coordination. Along 

these lines, I argue that regime similarity allows states to sign more ambitious agreements 

through a direct channel of greater trust and indirect channels of self-enhancing effects of closer 

trade cooperation a priori. My quantitative analysis of extensive global trade agreements data 

('Design of Trade Agreements - DESTA') and other, structural-institutional data, corroborates 

these claims. The results add important elements to the existent literature, yet also entail 

practical implications in times of progressing trade integration and the established insight that 

depth of PTAs and commitment to implementing them greatly contributes to the wealth 

generated within trade partnerships. 
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